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REPORT OF INTERVIEW1 -WITH _y

On August 27, 96,iC was interviewed by Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC), Region IV (RN), Of ice of Investigations, Special Agent Robert J.
Kirspel, and NRC:RIV Senior Health Physicist, Linda McLEAN, regarding
allegations of possible falsification of documents at United Nuclear
Corporation (UNC).

r -)stated his date of birth asi[ and his current
hum er isl sTeated he worked or UNC from?
: 3when'Te was laid off. stated he was rehired by UNC Yns
currently employed as a-

telephone

and is

i ).stated he recalled a problem
UThat was to be shipped to a company
"swipe tests" were done on the rake
eventually cleaned to an acceptable

| J or UNC manager, C

with decontaminating a rake shaft at UNC
in Canada. Istated he knew that
shaft. I Istated the rake shaft was
level ania was checked by UNC employee,

] before it was released.

ae &tated he could not recall signing a UNC Training Record which would
ave sown that he received training on how to use various survey instruments.

[stated he did not receive much training but did know how to read a
survey meter.

L Istated he recalled using a vacuum clea er to clean an area on UNC
property where some resin had been spilled. Istated he also used a
shovel to pick up the remaining contaminated irt.-'

)stated that former UNC employee, J told him that
unidentified fluids otheL than authorized oil, hadleen dumped into UNC's
uel storage tank. , stated he had no additional information concerning
uL comment, but did now that some company. [NFI] obtained the oil and

analyzed it before they left the site.

Istated he had been directed to gather ex osure- records for various IJNC
employees and placed them in one room at UNC. E 3stated he was not aware
of any exposure records that had been thrown away.

F )stated he was not aware of any wooden staves that had left UNC without
Tirs t being decontaminated.

This report prepared on September 4, 1996, from special agent's notes.

Robert J. Kir spbl, Speial Agent
Office of Investigations Field Office, RIV
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